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Abstract. Since their first operational application in the 1950s, atmospheric numerical models have become essential tools

in weather and climate prediction. As such, they are subject to continuous changes, thanks to advances in computer systems,

numerical methods, more and better observations, and the ever increasing knowledge about the atmosphere of Earth. Many

of the changes in today’s models relate to seemingly unsuspicious modifications, associated with minor code rearrangements,

changes in hardware infrastructure, or software updates. Such changes are meant to preserve the model formulation, yet the5

verification of such changes is challenged by the chaotic nature of our atmosphere – any small change, even rounding errors,

can have a big impact on individual simulations. Overall this represents a serious challenge to a consistent model development

and maintenance framework.

Here we propose a new methodology for quantifying and verifying the impacts of minor atmospheric model changes, or

its underlying hardware/software system, by using ensemble simulations in combination with a statistical hypothesis test. The10

methodology can assess effects of model changes on almost any output variable over time, and can also be used with different

underlying statistical hypothesis tests.

We present first applications of the methodology with the regional weather and climate model COSMO, including the

verification of a major system update of the underlying supercomputer. While providing very robust results, the methodology

shows a great sensitivity even to tiny changes. Specific changes considered include the switch from double to single-precision,15

or the application of a tiny amount of explicit diffusion. Results show that changes are often only detectable during the first

hours, which suggests that short-term ensemble simulations (days to months) are best suited for the methodology, even when

addressing long-term climate simulations. We also show that the choice of the underlying statistical hypothesis test is not of

importance and that the methodology already works well for coarse resolutions, making it computationally inexpensive and

therefore an ideal candidate for automated testing.20

1 Introduction

Today’s weather and climate predictions heavily rely on data produced by atmospheric numerical models. Ever since their

first operational application in the 1950s, the models have been improved thanks to advances in computer systems, numerical

methods, observational data, and the understanding of the Earth’s atmosphere. While such changes often may be only small
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and incremental, accumulated they have a big effect which manifests itself in a significant increase in skill of weather and25

climate predictions over the past 40 years (Bauer et al., 2015).

While some changes are there to extend and improve the model, others are not meant to affect the model results but merely

its computational performance and versatility. In software engineering, one often makes the distinction between "upgrades"

and "updates" in such cases. For weather and climate models, an upgrade would for example be the introduction of a new

and improved soil model, whereas a new version of underlying software or a binary that has been built with a newer compiler30

version would only represent an update. Updates are often employed due to the necessity of keeping the software up-to-date

without any perceivable improvements for the user. For a weather and climate model, the model results are not supposed to

be significantly affected by such an update. This also applies for other changes, such as the move to a different hardware

architecture or changes in the domain decomposition for distributed computing. A robust behavior of the model with regard to

such changes is crucial for a consistent interpretation of the results and the credibility of the derived predictions and findings.35

Weather and climate model results are generally not bit-identical when they are for example run on different hardware

architectures or have been compiled with a different compiler. This is because the associativity property does not hold for

floating point operations (i.e. (x+ y) + z = x+ (y+ z) is not given) and the fact that the order of arithmetic operations is

dependent on the compiler and the targeted hardware architecture. Schär et al. (2020) have achieved bit-reproducibility for

the regional weather and climate model COSMO between a CPU and a GPU version of the model by limiting instruction40

rearrangements from the compiler and with the use of a preprocessor that automatically adds parentheses to every mathematical

expression of the model. However, this also came with a performance penalty where the CPU and GPU bit-reproducible

versions were slower by 37% and 13%, respectively, than their non-bit-reproducible counterparts. Due to this performance

penalty and the effort involved in making a model bit-reproducible, bit-reproducibility is generally not enforced. It has to be

noted that this behavior of not producing bit-identical results across different architectures or with the use of different compilers45

is common for most computer applications and not a problem per se. But for weather and climate models, it represents a serious

challenge due to the chaotic natute of the underlying nonlinear dynamics, where small changes can have a big effect (Lorenz,

1963). For example, a tiny difference in the initial conditions of a weather forecast can potentially lead to a very different

prediction. Consequently, also rounding errors can potentially affect the model results in a major way. In order to mitigate

this effect and to provide probabilistic predictions, forecasts often use ensemble prediction systems (EPS), where a model is50

run several times for the same time frame with slightly perturbed initial conditions or stochastic perturbations of the model

simulations (see Leutbecher and Palmer, 2008, for an overview). Using an EPS accounts for the uncertainty in initial conditions

and the internal variability of the model results.

So in order to verify whether the properties of a weather and climate model executable are not significantly affected after

an update or a change to a different platform, we also have to resort to ensemble simulations. Without ensemble simulations,55

we would only be able to answer something we already know a priori: Any change in the model or its underlying software

and hardware will make the model slightly different and therefore most probably also the model output slightly different.

With ensemble simulations, we can however answer the much more important question: How do the changes of model results

compare to the internal variability of the underlying nonlinear dynamical system? If the effect of the new model is significantly
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smaller than the one of internal variability, a statistical test will not be able to detect if the results of the new and the old model60

come from the same distribution or not.

In software engineering terms, verification is a form of system testing. This means that a complete integrated system is

tested, in this case a weather and climate model consisting of many different components that interact with each other. Another

common form of system testing for weather and climate models is validation. While verification can be defined as a comparison

with analytic test cases and computational products, validation is a comparison with observations (Clune and Rood, 2011). In65

this work, we focus on verification, as we only look at model output. System tests, such as our verification methodology,

are an integral part of testing in software engineering. An objective system test, that can be performed automatically, is also

a great asset for the practice of continuous integration and continuous deployment (CI/CD). CI/CD enforces automation in

building, testing and deployment of applications and should also be considered good practice in the development and operation

of weather and climate models.70

2 Background

2.1 Current state of the art

Considering its importance for consistency and trustworthiness of model results, verification has received relatively little atten-

tion in the weather and climate community. However, the awareness seems to have increased, as especially some recent studies

tackle this issue in a more systematic way.75

Rosinski and Williamson (1997) were the first to propose a strategy for verifying atmospheric models after they have been

ported to a new architecture. They set the conditions that the differences should be within one or two orders of magnitude

of machine rounding during the first few timesteps and that the growth of differences should not exceed the growth of ini-

tial perturbations at machine precision during the first few days. Thomas et al. (2002) performed 42-hour simulations with

the Mesoscale Compressible Community (MC2) model to determine the importance of processor configuration (domain de-80

composition), floating point precision, and mathematics libraries for the model results. By analyzing the spread of runs with

different settings, they concluded that processor configuration is the main contributor among these categories to differences

in the results of their dynamical core. Knight et al. (2007) analyzed an ensemble of over 57’000 climate runs from the cli-

mateprediction.net project (www.climateprediction.net, last access: 9 June 2021). The climate runs have been performed with

varying parameter settings and initial conditions on different hardware and software architectures. With the use of regression85

tree analysis they demonstrated that the effect of hardware and software is small relative to the effects of parameter variations

and, over the wide range of systems tested, may be treated as equivalent to that caused by changes in initial conditions. Hong

et al. (2013) performed seasonal simulations with the global model program (GMP) of the Global/Regional Integrated Model

system (GRIMs) on 10 different software system platforms with different compilers, parallel libraries, and optimization levels.

The results showed that the ensemble spread due to the differences in software system is comparable to the ensemble spread90

due to the differences in initial conditions.
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One of the most comprehensive recent studies on the issue of verification is from Baker et al. (2015), where they propose

the use of principal component analysis (PCA) for consistency testing of climate models. Instead of testing all model output

variables, from which many show high correlations with each other, they determine principal components (PCs) and then

compare mean and variances of the first few principal components among ensembles from different configurations (resulting95

from a code modification, compiler change, or new hardware platform) using z-scores (i.e. if the value from a test configuration

is within a certain number of standard deviations from the control ensemble). If the test fails for too many PCs, they reject

the new configuration. They confirm their methodology using 1-year long simulations of the Community Earth System Model

(CESM) with different parameter settings, hardware architectures, and compiler options. While the methodology shows a high

sensitivity and promising results, it has some difficulties in detecting changes at small scales (in their example caused by100

additional diffusion) due to methodology’s focus on annual global mean values. Baker et al. (2016) used the same concept as

Baker et al. (2015) for consistency testing of the Parallel Ocean Program (POP), the ocean model component of the Community

Earth System Model (CESM). However, instead of evaluating spatial averages, they apply the methodology for each grid point

and stipulated that this local test has to pass for at least 90% of the grid points in order to have the global test pass. Milroy et al.

(2018) extended the consistency test by Baker et al. (2015) by performing the test on spatial means for the first 9 timesteps of105

the Community Atmospheric Model (CAM) on a global 1◦ grid with a timestep of 1800 s. With this method they were able

to produce the same results for the same test cases as Baker et al. (2015) and additionally they were also able to detect the

diffusion change which was not detected in Baker et al. (2015).

Wan et al. (2017) use timestep convergence as a criterion for model verification, based on the idea that a model executable

that is significantly different is no longer expected to converge towards a reference solution that has been produced with the old110

executable. Their test methodology produces similar results as the one from Baker et al. (2015) and is relatively inexpensive

due to the short integration times. However, due to the nature of the test, it is not able to detect issues associated with diagnostic

calculations that do not feedback to the model state variables.

Mahajan et al. (2017) used an ensemble-based approach where they applied the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test on annual

and spatial means of 1-year simulations for testing the equality of distributions of different model simulations. Furthermore,115

they used generalized extreme value (GEV) theory for representing annual maxima of daily average surface temperature and

precipitation rate and then applied a Student’s t-test on the estimated GEV parameters at each grid-point in order to test the

occurrence of climate extremes. They show that the climate extremes test based on GEV theory is considerably less sensitivity

to changes in optimization strategies than the K-S test on mean values. Mahajan et al. (2019) applied two relatively modern

multivariate two sample equality of distribution tests, the energy test and the kernel test (see Mahajan et al., 2019, for details120

on the respective test statistics), on year-long ensemble simulations following Baker et al. (2015) and Mahajan et al. (2017).

However, both these tests generally showed a lower power than the K-S test from Mahajan et al. (2017), which means that

more ensemble members were needed to confidently reject the null hypothesis.

Massonnet et al. (2020) recently proposed an ensemble-based methodology based on monthly averages (and an average over

the whole simulation time), followed by comparison of these averages on a grid-cell level against standard indices used in Re-125

ichler and Kim (2008). Finally, spatially averaging results in one scalar number per field, month, and ensemble member. These
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scalars are then used for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (see Sect. 3.3.3) in order to detect statistically significant differences.

Performing this test for climate runs with the EC-Earth earth system model version 3.1 on different computing environment

revealed significant differences for 4 out of 13 variables. However, the same test for the newer EC-Earth 3.2 version showed no

significant differences. Massonnet et al. (2020) suspect the presence of a bug in EC-Earth 3.1 and its subsequent fix for version130

3.2 as the reason for this disparity.

2.2 Determining field significance

One statistical approach, that is often used in hypothesis testing for geophysical studies, is the application of local statistical

hypothesis tests for each grid cell. Such a statistical hypothesis test is usually performed with a significance level α, which is the

probability of rejecting the null hypothesis even though the null hypothesis is true. Let us assume that we have two ensembles,135

each with n members, and the output on a grid consisting of N grid cells. At each grid point, the hypothesis is tested using

an appropriate statistical test and assuming spatial independence. Even if the two ensembles stem from the same model, the

test may locally reject the null hypothesis (ensembles stem from same model). When assuming spatial independence, the

probability of having x rejected local null hypotheses follows from the binomial distribution:

P (x) =
N !

x!(N −x)!α
x(1−α)N−x (1)140

On average, we can expect αN local rejections over the whole grid when two ensembles come from the exact same model.

However, the probability of having more than αN rejections is not negligible. For example, for N = 100 and α= 0.05, the

probability of having 9 or more erroneous rejections is still 6.3%, which means that 10 or more local rejections are required

(probability 2.8%) in order to reject the global null hypothesis (the model results are indistinguishable) with a 95% confidence

interval. This means that for N = 100 and α= 0.05, 10% of the local hypothesis tests would have to reject the local null145

hypothesis in order to get a significant global rejection. This percentage is of course much smaller for a larger N . For N =

10000, we would require 537 (5.37%) or more local rejections (probability 4.8%) in order to reject the global null hypothesis

with a 95% confidence interval (see Fig. 3 in Livezey and Chen, 1983, for a visualization of this function).

However, we have to consider the fact that our local tests cannot be assumed to be statistically independent due to spatial

correlation. Therefore, equation 1 is no longer valid. While two identical models will still have αN erroneous rejections on150

average, having a rather high or low rejection rate becomes more likely due to the spatial correlation. Unfortunately, the exact

distribution of rejection rates is unknown in such a case (Storch, 1982). Livezey and Chen (1983) argue that spatial correlation

reducesN , the number of independent tests, due to a clustering effect of grid points and therefore also increases the percentage

of local rejections needed in order to reject the global null hypothesis. In order to estimate the effective number of independent

tests Neff, Livezey and Chen (1983) use Monte Carlo methods by randomly resampling the available data in a way that is155

consistent with the global null hypothesis. The estimated Neff allows them to again use equation 1 for estimating the number

of rejected local tests that are required to reject the global null hypothesis.
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Wilks (2016) recommends the use of the False Discover Rate (FDR) method by Benjamini and Hochberg (1995). This

method defines a threshold level pFDR, based on the sorted p-values. The threshold is defined as

pFDR = max
i=1,...,N

[
p(i) : p(i) ≤ (i/N)αFDR

]
, (2)160

where p(i) are the sorted p-values with i= 1, . . . ,N and αFDR is the chosen control level for the FDR (note that αFDR must

not be the same as α for the local test). The FDR method only rejects local null hypotheses, if the respective p-value is no

larger than pFDR and thus is supposed to prevent a too high rejection rate due to spatial correlation. The FDR method is

computationally much less expensive than Monte Carlo methods and is often used in geophysical studies. However, we found

it to be too conservative (i.e. small changes are often not rejected) for our application (not shown here). The rather conservative165

behavior of the FDR method might be appropriate in climate-change related studies, where the rejection of the global null

hypothesis (i.e. "no climate change signal") should be clear and without any doubt. But for our application, the detection of

small and often unintentional changes in model behavior, a high sensitivity is desirable. In this application, a high sensitivity

could even be interpreted as the conservative approach: After a global rejection (i.e. "the ensemble results produced by the

old and new model are not drawn from the same distribution"), one can still investigate and, depending on the magnitude of170

the effect, accept the change in the model, but be cautious in the future interpretation of the respective fields during the time

frame that they have been rejected. Conversely, not rejecting the global null hypothesis despite slight differences could lead to

a wrong interpretation and attribution of changes in the model results. We therefore went for a computationally more expensive

but also more sensitive approach based on Monte Carlo methods, which is described in section 3.1.

3 Methods and data175

3.1 Verification methodology

We consider ensemble simulations of two model versions, which for brevity will be referred to as “old” and “new”, respectively.

We start by stating our global null hypothesis:

H0 (global): The ensemble results from the old and the new model are drawn from the same distribution.

We then consider the changes in the model to be insignificant, if we are not able to reject the global null hypothesis. This180

global test is based on a statistical hypothesis test applied on a grid-cell level with a local null hypothesis H0(i,j). This local

null hypothesis is dependent on the used local statistical hypothesis test. We refrain from stating H0(i,j) here, as statistical

hypothesis tests often have slightly different null hypotheses, as will be shown in Sect. 3.3. It is also important to state that

in general, we will not evaluate the whole model output, but compare a limited number of two-dimensional fields, such as

the 500 hPa geopotential height or the 850 hPa temperature fields. For each of the fields selected, the two model ensembles185

will be tested at grid scale against each other, using an appropriate statistical test. The probability of rejecting H0(i,j) for two

ensembles produced by an identical model is given by the significance level α (here α= 0.05). As discussed in Sect. 2.2, the

main difficulty of using statistical hypothesis tests on a grid-cell level is the spatial correlation, making the respective tests
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not statistically independent and thus prohibiting the use of the binomial distribution for calculating the probabilities of grid-

averaged rejection rates, when assuming that the two ensembles come from the same model. We chose to deal with this in190

a conceptually simple but effective way. The methodology follows Livezey (1985): and combines Monte Carlo methods and

subsampling to produce a distribution of rejection rates, which can be used to get the probability of having nrej rejections for

two ensembles coming from the exact same model. Mahajan et al. (2017) and Mahajan et al. (2019) chose almost the same

approach, but they produce the reference distribution by pooling two ensembles (from which they do not know yet whether they

come from the same distribution) together and then applying the test to randomly drawn subsets from the pooled ensemble. This195

approach allows them to bypass the creation of a control ensemble and therefore save compute time. But strictly speaking, the

reference value for the number of rejections then comes from a distribution not produced by one but by two models. Depending

on the difference between the two models, this might lead to slightly different results compared to a case, where the reference

distribution was produced from two identical models. While we assume that the differences between these two approaches will

be small in most cases, we still opted for the approach with a control ensemble, since the additionally needed compute time is200

relatively small for short simulations (see Sect. 3.5).

Figure 1 shows a schematic example of the procedure. The control and reference ensembles come from an identical model

(old model), whereas the evaluation ensemble comes from a model where we are not sure whether it produces statistically in-

distinguishable results (new model). In our case, each ensemble consists of 50 members and we use 100 subsamples consisting

of 20 random members drawn from each ensemble (without replacement) in order to calculate the rejection rate distributions.205

We then test for field significance by comparing the mean rejection rate from the evaluation ensemble to the 0.95 quantile from

the control ensemble, rejecting the null hypothesis if the mean rejection rate of the evaluation ensemble is equal or above the

0.95 quantile of the control ensemble rejection rate. It has to be mentioned that the used numbers of ensemble members (50),

subsamples (100), and subsample members (20) for this work are a rather arbitrary choice. However, based on some tests with

other configurations (not shown in this work), we are quite confident that different choices within a reasonable range will not210

significantly change the overall behavior of the test.

Next to accounting for spatial correlation, having a rejection rate distribution from a control ensemble also offers more

flexibility in evaluating different variables. This will become evident when we look at floored variables, such as precipitation.

For precipitation, many grid points of both ensembles will have a zero-value and therefore the test will not be able to reject

the null hypothesis even though the two ensembles might come from two very different models. This can lead to a mean215

rejection rate well below α for two different ensembles and by just looking at α we would conclude that the two ensembles are

indistinguishable. However, here we derive the expected rejection rate from the control ensemble and this yields an objective

threshold that accounts for such behavior.

It is important to mention that the choice of α= 0.05 for the local statistical hypothesis test is arbitrary and does not

determine the confidence interval for field significance. Furthermore, the comparison of the mean rejection rate from the220

evaluation ensemble with the 0.95 quantile from the control might also give a wrong idea of a confidence interval for the

field significance. If we assume that the evaluation ensemble comes from an identical model and only take one subsample

from the evaluation ensemble, the probability of it having a rejection rate equal or higher than the 0.95 quantile from the
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Figure 1. Schematic sketch of the verification methodology. The control and the reference ensemble come from the same “old” model,

whereas the evaluation ensemble comes from a “new” model, where we do not know yet whether it is indistinguishable from the model

that created the control and reference ensemble. We draw many random subsamples from all three ensembles, perform the local statistical

hypothesis tests of the control and evaluation subsamples against the reference subsamples, and then calculate the rejection rate for each

subsample. This results in a distribution of the rejection rates for the control and evaluation ensemble, which can then be compared to each

other in order to decide whether the evaluation ensemble is different. In this work, we reject the global null hypothesis if the mean of the

evaluation ensemble rejection rate distribution is equal or above the 0.95 quantile of the rejection rate distribution from the control ensemble.

control rejection rate distribution is in fact 5%. However, the probability of the mean rejection rate of 100 subsamples from

the evaluation ensemble being higher than the 0.95 quantile of the control is significantly lower than 5%, but it is not easy to225

determine by how much. One could again be tempted to use the binomial distribution in equation 1 for a calculation of the

number of necessary rejected subsamples in order to reject the overall null hypothesis. By using the binomial distribution, the

probability of rejecting 8 or more subsamples out of 100 would be 6.3% and the probability of rejecting 9 or more subsamples

would be 2.8%. So we would need 9 or more rejections to reject the overall null hypothesis with a 95% confidence interval.

However, this approach is not fully valid, as the subsamples are not statistically independent from each other. We could again230

resort to Monte Carlo methods by having a second control and generating a distribution for global rejections of the second

control and then use this distribution to define the number of necessary rejection for a given confidence interval. However, this

would significantly increase the computational costs. Based on our experience and the results shown in this work, we consider

the comparison of the mean to the 0.95 quantile a reasonable choice, even though it is not really based on a confidence interval.

But the sensitivity of the methodology could of course be adapted by changing this field significance criterion.235
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The verification methodology in this work shares some similarities with verification methodologies presented in previous

studies, most notably Baker et al. (2015, 2016); Milroy et al. (2018); Mahajan et al. (2017, 2019); Massonnet et al. (2020).

But most of these studies focus on mean values in space and time. From the previously mentioned studies, only Baker et al.

(2016) and Mahajan et al. (2017) have used a similar methodology on a grid cell level, either for monthly averages of variables

from an ocean model component (Baker et al., 2016), or for the identification of differences in annual extreme values (Mahajan240

et al., 2017). And except for Milroy et al. (2018), all other studies focus on longer simulations (one year or more) and average

values in time. We will focus on shorter simulations (days to months) with the idea that many small changes are often easier to

identify at the beginning of the simulations. We apply the methodology directly to instantaneous or, in the case of precipitation,

hourly output variables from an atmospheric model on a 3-hourly or 6-hourly basis. The rejection threshold is computed as a

function of time, and may transiently increase or decrease in response to changes in predictability. In essence, the rejection rate245

distribution from a control ensemble allows us to use an objective criterion for field significance.

3.2 Ensemble generation

The ensemble is created through a perturbation of the initial conditions of the prognostic variables (in our case horizontal

and vertical wind components, pressure perturbation, temperature, specific humidity, and cloud water content). The perturbed

variable ϕ̂ is defined as250

ϕ̂= (1 + εR)ϕ, (3)

where ϕ is the unperturbed prognostic variable, R a random number with uniform distribution between −1 and 1, and ε

the specified magnitude of the perturbation. In this study, we have used a magnitude of ε= 10−4 for all experiments. This

chosen perturbation magnitude proved to be a good compromise between not disturbing the initial conditions too much but

still providing a good enough ensemble spread for the statistical verification during the first few hours. Furthermore, choosing255

such a relatively strong perturbation also allows us to examine the effects of single versus double-precision floating point

representation, as the choice minimizes the chance of undesirable rounding artefacts already for the perturbation.

3.3 Statistical hypothesis tests

In this study, we have used three different statistical tests for testing the local null hypothesis H0(i,j): the Student’s t-test,

the Mann-Whitney U test, and the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. This allows us to see whether some statistical tests260

might be better suited for some variables than others and how sensitive the methodology is with regards to the underlying test

statistics. If not mentioned otherwise, the Mann-Whitney U test has been used as the default test for the results shown in this

study.

3.3.1 Student’s t-test

The Student’s t-test was introduced by William S. Gosset under the pseudonym "Student" (Student, 1908) and has been origi-265

nally used to determine the quality of raw material of stout for the Guinness Brewery. The independent two-sample t-test has
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the null hypothesis that the means of two populations X and Y are equal. As we use it for the local statistical test, we therefore

have the following local null hypothesis:

H0(i,j): The means ϕold(i,j) and ϕnew(i,j) are drawn from the same distribution.

Here, ϕold(i,j) is the sample mean of the variable ϕ at grid cell (i, j) from the old model, and ϕnew(i,j) is the respective sample270

mean from the new model. The t statistic is calculated as

t=
X −Y
sp

√
2
n

, (4)

withX and Y being the respective sample means and assuming equal sample size n= nX = nY . The pooled standard deviation

is given as

sp =

√
s2X + s2Y

2
, (5)275

where s2X and s2Y are the unbiased estimators of the variances of the two samples. The t statistic is then compared against a

critical value for a certain significance level α from the Student’s t-distribution. For a two-sided test, we reject the local null

hypothesis if the t statistic is smaller or greater than this critical value. The Student’s t-test requires that the means of the two

populations should follow a normal distribution and assumes equal variance. However, the Student’s t-test has been shown to

be quite robust to violations of both the normality assumption and, provided the sample sizes are equal, the assumption of280

equal variance (Bartlett, 1935; Posten, 1984). Sullivan and D’Agostino (1992) showed that the Student’s t-test even provided

meaningful results in the presence of floor effects of the distribution (i.e. where a value can be at minimum zero).

3.3.2 Mann-Whitney U test

The Mann-Whitney U test (also known as Wilcoxon rank-sum test) has been introduced by Mann and Whitney (1947) and is a

non-parametric test, in the sense that no assumption is made concerning the distribution of the variables. The null hypothesis is285

that for randomly selected values Xk and Yl from two populations, the probability of Xk being greater than Yl is equal to the

probability of Yl being greater thanXk. It therefore does not test exactly the same property as the Student’s t-test (means of two

populations are equal), even though it is often compared to it. In our case, the local null hypothesis test for the Mann-Whitney

U test is the following:

H0(i,j): The probability of ϕkold(i,j) > ϕlnew(i,j) is equal to the probability of ϕkold(i,j) < ϕlnew(i,j).290

Here, ϕkold(i,j) and ϕlnew(i,j) are the values of the variable ϕ at location (i, j) from randomly selected members k and l of the

samples from the old and new model respectively. The Mann-Whitney U test ranks all the observations (from both samples

combined in one set) and then sums up the ranks of the observations from the respective samples, resulting in RX and RY .

Umin is calculated as

Umin = min
(
RX −

nX(nX + 1)
2

, RY −
nY (nY + 1)

2

)
, (6)295
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where nX and nY are the respective sample sizes. This value is then compared with a critical value Ucrit from a table for a

given significance level α. For larger samples (n > 20), Ucrit is assumed to be normally distributed. If Umin ≤ Ucrit the null

hypothesis is rejected. As a non-parametric test, the Mann-Whitney U test has no strong assumptions and just requires the

responses to be ordinal (i.e. <, =, >). Zimmerman (1987) showed that, given equal sample sizes, the Mann-Whitney U test is a

bit less powerful than the Student’s t-test, even if variances are not equal. This means that the probability of correctly rejecting300

the null hypothesis, when the alternative hypothesis is true, is assumed to be a bit lower. But when comparing these tests, it is

important to keep in mind that they are based on different null hypotheses and thus do not test the same properties.

3.3.3 Two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test

The two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (hereafter K-S test) is a non-parametric test with the null hypothesis that the samples

are drawn from the same distribution. Our local null hypothesis is therefore the following:305

H0(i,j): ϕold(i,j) and ϕnew(i,j) are drawn from the same distribution.

Here, ϕold(i,j) and ϕnew(i,j) are the samples of the variable ϕ at location (i, j) from the old and new model respectively. The

K-S test statistics is given as

DnX ,nY
= sup

x
|FX,nX

(x)−FY,nY
(x)| , (7)

where sup is the supremum function and FX,nX
and FY,nY

are the empirical distribution functions of the two samples X and310

Y , which is defined as

FX,nX
(x) =

1
nX

nX∑

i=1

I[−∞,x](Xi) (8)

with the indicator function I[−∞,x](Xi), which is equal to one if Xi ≤ x and zero otherwise. The null hypothesis is rejected if

DnX ,nY
> c(α)

√
nX +nY
nX ·nY

, (9)

where c(α) =
√
− ln(α2 ) · 12 for a given significance level α. The K-S test is often perceived to be not as powerful as for315

example the Student’s t-test for comparing means and measures of location in general (Wilcox, 1997). However, due to its

different null hypothesis, it might be a more suitable test for testing the shape or the spread of a distribution.

3.4 Model description and hardware

The Consortium for Small-scale Modelling (COSMO) model (Baldauf et al., 2011) is a regional model which operates on a

grid with rotated latutide-longitude coordinates. It has been originally developed for numerical weather prediction, but has been320

extended to also run in climate mode (Rockel et al., 2008). COSMO uses a split explicit third-order Runge-Kutta discretization

(Wicker and Skamarock, 2002) in combination with a fifth-order upwind scheme for horizontal advection, and an implicit
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Crank-Nicholson scheme for vertical advection. Paremeterizations include a radiation scheme based on the δ-two-stream ap-

proach (Ritter and Geleyn, 1992), a single-moment cloud microphysics scheme (Reinhardt and Seifert, 2006), a turbulent

kinetic energy based parameterization for the planetary boundary layer (Raschendorfer, 2001), an adapted version of the con-325

vection scheme by Tiedtke (1989), a subgrid-scale orgogaphy (SSO) scheme by Lott and Miller (1997), and a multi-layer

soil model with a representation of groundwater (Schlemmer et al., 2018). Explicit horizontal diffusion is applied by using a

monotonic 4th-order linear scheme acting on model levels for wind, temperature, pressure, specific humidity, and cloud water

content (Doms and Baldauf, 2018) with an orographic limiter which helps avoiding excessive vertical mixing around moun-

tains. For the standard experiments in this paper, the explicit diffusion from the monotonic 4th-order linear scheme is set to330

zero.

Most experiments in this work have been carried out with version 5.09. While COSMO has been originally designed to

run on CPU architectures, this version is also able to run on hybrid GPU-CPU architectures thanks to an implementation

described in Fuhrer et al. (2014), which was a joint effort from MeteoSwiss, the ETH-based Center for Climate Systems

Modeling (C2SM), and the Swiss National Supercomputing Center (CSCS). The implementation makes use of the domain-335

specific language GridTools for the dynamical core, and OpenACC compiler directives for the parameterization package. The

simulations have been carried out on the Piz Daint supercomputer at CSCS, using Cray XC50 compute nodes consisting of a

Intel Xeon E5-2690 v3 CPU and a NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU. Except for one ensemble that has been created with a COSMO

binary that exclusively uses CPUs, all simulations in this paper have been run in hybrid GPU-CPU mode where the main load

of the work is done by the GPUs.340

3.5 Domain and Setup

The domains that have been used for the simulation and verification includes most of Europe and some part of Northern

Africa (see Fig. 2). The simulated periods all start on 28 May 2018 at 00:00 UTC and range from several days to 3 months

in length. The initial and the 6-hourly boundary conditions come from from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather

Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011). For this work, we have chosen a 132× 129× 40 grid with 50345

km horizontal grid spacing and the 40 non-equidistant vertical levels reaching up to a height of 22.7 km. In order to reduce

the effect of the lateral boundary conditions, we excluded 15 grid points at each of the lateral boundaries from the verification,

resulting in 102× 99 grid points for one vertical layer. As the verification methodology is supposed to be used as a part of an

automated testing environment, we have chosen this relatively coarse resolution in order to keep the computational and storage

costs low. Running such a simulation for 10 days requires about 4 minutes on one Cray XC50 compute node when using the350

GPU-accelerated version of COSMO in double-precision. This means that an ensemble of 50 members requires 3 to 4 node

hours and, as the runs can be executed in parallel, the generation of the ensemble is only a matter of minutes.
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3.6 Experiments

In order to test and demonstrate the methodology, we have performed a series of experiments. Many of these experiments

are for cases where we deliberately changed something on the model. However, we also have one real-world case where we355

verified the effect of a major update of the supercomputer Piz Daint, on which we have been running our model.

3.6.1 Diffusion experiment

COSMO offers the possibility of applying explicit diffusion with a monotonic 4th-order linear scheme with orographic limiter

acting on model levels for wind, temperature, pressure, specific humidity, and cloud water content. Diffusion is applied by

introducing an additional operator at the right hand side of the prognostic equation, similar to360

∂ψ

∂t
= S(ψ) +D · cd · ∇4ψ , (10)

where ψ is the prognostic variable, S represents all physical and dynamical source terms for ψ, cd is the default diffusion

coefficient in the model, and D is the factor that can be set in order to change the strength of the computational mixing (please

refer to Seciton 5.2 in Doms and Baldauf, 2018, for the exact equations including the limiter). By default, we have set D = 0,

which means that no explicit 4th-order linear diffusion is applied. However, for one experiment we have set D = 0.01. Such a365

small value of 0.01 should not affect the model results in a way that is visible by eye or easily quantifiable without statistical

testing. For a comparison, Zeman et al. (2021) have used values as high as D = 4.0 for a model intercomparison between

COSMO and the Integrated Forecast System (IFS) from ECMWF. For such high values, the model results visibly change.

3.6.2 Architecture: CPU vs GPU

Per default, the simulations shown in this work have been performed with a binary which makes use of the NVIDIA Tesla370

P100 GPU on the Cray XC50 nodes (see Section 3.4 for details). For this experiment we have produced an ensemble from the

identical source and with identical settings, but compiled to run exclusively on the Intel Xeon E5-2690 v3 CPUs in order to see

whether there is a noticeable difference between the CPU version and the GPU version of COSMO.

3.6.3 Floating point precision

In this work, COSMO has been using the double-precision (DP) floating point format by default, where the representation of a375

floating point number requires 64 bits. However, COSMO can also be run in single-precision (SP) floating point representation.

The single-precision version has been developed by MeteoSwiss and is currently used by them for their operational forecasts.

They have decided to use the single-precision version after having carefully evaluated its performance compared to the double-

precisison version, which suggests that there are only very small differences. However, a reduction of precision leads to greater

round-off errors and thus could lead to a noticeable change in model behavior. In order to see whether our methodology would380

be able to detect differences, we have applied it for a case where the evaluation ensemble has been produced by the single-

precision version of COSMO and the control and reference ensembles by the double-precision version of COSMO. It has to
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be mentioned that for the single-precision version of COSMO, the soil model and parts of the radiation model are still using

double-precision, as some discrepancies were detected during the development of the single-precision version.

Running COSMO on one node in single-precision, where a floating point number only requires 32 bits, gives a speedup385

of around 1.1 for our simulations, which is most likely due to the increased operational intensity (number of floating point

operations per number of bytes transferred between cache and memory). When running on more than one node, it is often

possible to reduce the total number of nodes for the same setup when switching to single-precision, thanks to a drastic reduction

of required memory. For example, a model domain and resolution that usually requires four nodes in double-precision (e.g.

the same domain as in this paper, but with 12 km grid spacing instead of 50 km grid spacing), often only requires two nodes390

in single-precision. This results in a coarser domain decomposition and thus less overlapping grid cells whose values have

to be exchanged between the nodes. Combined with the reduced number of bytes of the floating point values that have to be

exchanged, a significant reduction of data transfer via the interconnect can be achieved, which increases the efficiency of the

system. While running in single-precision on only two nodes might be slower than running the same simulation in double-

precision on four nodes, it requires much less node hours. In this particular case (4 nodes for DP vs. 2 nodes for SP), the395

speedup in node hours was around 1.4, which makes the use of single-precision an attractive option.

3.6.4 Vertical heat diffusion coefficient and soil effects

In order to test the methodology for slow processes related to the hydrological cycle, we have set up an experiment where

we induce a relatively small but still notable change. One parameter that has been deemed important to the COSMO model

calibration by Bellprat et al. (2016) is the minimal diffusion coefficient for vertical scalar heat transport tkhmin. It basically400

sets a lower bound for the respective coefficient used in the 1D turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) based subgrid-scale turbulence

scheme (Doms et al., 2018). By default, we have used a value of tkhmin = 0.35 for our simulations, but for this evaluation

ensemble we have changed it to tkhmin = 0.3. This is not a huge change, as for example the default value in COSMO is set to

tkhmin = 1.0, whereas the German Weather Service (DWD, Deutscher Wetter Dienst) uses tkhmin = 0.4 for their operational

model with 2.8 km grid spacing (Schättler et al., 2018). The goal of this experiment is to see whether such a change becomes405

detectable in the slowly changing soil moisture variable, and if yes, how long it takes to propagate the signal through the

different soil layers.

3.6.5 No subgrid-scale orography parameterization

So far, the experiments have been set up for cases where there are only slight model changes. In order to see whether the

methodology is able to confidently reject results from significantly different models, we have applied it on an evaluation410

ensemble where the model had the subgrid-scale orography (SSO) paramterization by Lott and Miller (1997) switched off. At

a grid spacing of 50 km, orography cannot be realistically represented in a model, which is why the parameterization should

be switched on in order to account for orographic form drag and gravity wave drag effects. Zadra et al. (2003) and Sandu

et al. (2013) both showed improvements in both short- and medium-range forecasts with a SSO parameterization based on

the formulation by Lott and Miller (1997) for the Canadian Global Environmental Mutiscale (GEM) model and the ECMWF415
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Integrated Forecast System (IFS). Pithan et al. (2015) showed that the parameterization was able to significantly reduce biases

in large-scale pressure gradients and zonal wind speeds in climate runs with the general circulation model ECHAM6. So we

expect the test to clearly reject the global null hypothesis within the first few days, but also for a longer period of time, which

is why we use model runs of 90 days for this experiment.

3.6.6 Piz Daint Update420

The supercomputer Piz Daint at the Swiss National Supercomputing Center (CSCS), has recently received two major updates

on 9 September 2020 and 16 March 2021. The major changes that affected COSMO were new versions of the Cray Pro-

gramming Toolkit (CDT) which changed the compilation environment for COSMO, with the new version being CDT 20.08

compared to the old version CDT 19.08 before the first update in September 2020. Both changes were associated with the

loss of bit-identical execution. Using containers, CSCS was able to create a testing environment for us that replicated the en-425

vironment before the first update on 9 September 2020 with CDT 19.08. With this environment we were able to reproduce the

results from runs before the update in a bit-identical way. So by using this containerized version and comparing its output to

the output from the executable that has been compiled in the updated environment with CDT 20.08, we were able to apply

our methodology for a realistic scenario. With the term “realistic” we mean that the system update addressed changes that are

typical in a model development context. Indeed, the system upgrade of the Piz Daint software environment was the motivation430

for the current study.

4 Results

4.1 Diffusion experiment

Here, we discuss the results from the diffusion experiment described in Sect. 3.6.1. Figure 2 shows, why it is important to

have such a statistical approach for verification. By just looking at the mean values of the ensembles and their differences (in435

this case 850 hPa temperature), it is impossible to say whether the two ensembles come from the same distribution. There are

some small differences, but these could also just be a product of internal variability and the tiny amount of additional explicit

diffusion in the diffusion ensemble is not visible by eye. However, the mean rejection rates calculated with the methodology

are clearly higher for the diffusion ensemble in some places in comparison to the control, indicating that the ensembles do

not come from the same model. This becomes clear when we compare the mean rejection rate for 500 hPa geopotential of the440

diffusion ensemble to the 0.95 quantile of the control at the bottom of Fig. 3. The methodology is able to reject the global null

hypothesis for the first 60 hours. Afterwards, it is no longer able to reject it, which indicates that from this point on the effect

of internal variability is greater than the one from the additional explicit diffusion.

In Fig. 3, we can also see that the mean rejection rate of the control is very close the the expected 5%, which is the significance

level α of the underlying Mann-Whitney U test. However, the rejection rate of some samples in the control deviate by quite445

much from 5% even though the results come from an identical model. Generally, the spread or rejection rates also becomes
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Figure 2. The top row shows the ensemble-mean 850 hPa temperature (color shading) and 500 hPa geopotential height (white contours) for

the control (left) and diffusion ensemble (middle) after 24 hours, using all 50 members per ensemble. The difference in mean temperature

is shown in the top right panel. The bottom row shows the mean rejection rate for 850 hPa temperature (calculated with the Mann-Whitney

U test for 100 subsamples with 20 members per subsample) for each grid cell for these two ensembles, as well as their difference. The

substantial differences in the mean rejection rates indicate clearly that the two ensembles come from different models.

bigger with time, which likely is related to changes in spatial correlation and/or decreasing predictability. While the initial

perturbations are random and therefore not spatially correlated, the statistical independence becomes already invalid after the

first timestep, as a perturbation of a value in a grid cell will naturally affect the corresponding values in the neighboring grid

cells. This increasing spread emphasizes the importance of having such a control rejection rate for the decision on the evaluation450

ensemble.

4.2 Architecture: CPU vs GPU

The COSMO executable running on CPUs does not lead to any global rejections compared to the executable running mainly

on GPUs, which is exemplified in Fig. 3 for 500 hPa geopotential. So while the results are not be bit-identical, we consider the

difference between these two executables negligible. This confirms that the GPU implementation of the COSMO model is of455

very high quality, as in terms of execution it cannot be distinguished from the original CPU implementation. This bespeaks an

impressive achievement given that the whole code (dynamical core and parameterization package) had to be refactored.
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Figure 3. Rejection rates and decisions for 500 hPa geopotential using the Mann-Whitney U test as a underlying statistical hypothesis test.

The reference and control ensemble were produced by COSMO running on GPUs in double-precision (top) and it was compared against

(from top to bottom) COSMO running on CPUs in double-precision, on GPUs in single-precision, and on GPUs in double-precision with

additional explicit diffusion (D = 0.01). We reject the null hypothesis if the mean rejection rate is above the 95th percentile of the rejection

rate distribution from the control ensemble (red dotted line). The test detects no differences for the CPU version in double-precision, but it

detects differences for the other two ensembles during the first few hours/days. The rejections for the initial conditions of the single-precision

is most likely associated with differences in the diagnostic calculation of the geopotential due to the reduced precisison.

4.3 Floating point precision

The results of the verification of the single-precision version of COSMO against the corresponding double-precision can be seen

in Fig. 3 for the 500 hPa geopotential. Before discussing the results, we remind the reader that some of the variables, notably460

in the soil model and the radiation codes, are retained in the double-precision version, as some discrepancies were detected

during the development of the single-precision version. It should be noted that the geopotential is a plain diagnostic field in

the COSMO model, so it is not perturbed initially, but diagnosed at output time from the prognostic variables. However, as the

geopotential is vertically integrated, it encompasses information from many levels and variables, and can thus be considered
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Figure 4. Rejection rates and decisions as in Fig. 3, but for additional variables of the single-precision ensemble. The rejection of precipitation

during the first 60 hours suggests that there are also differences between SP and DP associated with the microphysics, whereas the less clear

rejection of 2 m temperature might be an effect of the difference in precipitation. Other variables, such as 850 hPa temperature or 10 m wind,

show no significant differences.

a well-suited field for testing. One of the most striking features in Fig. 3 is that the methodology rejects the single-precision465

version already at the initial state of the models. At this state, the perturbation has already been applied according to equation

3, but the model has not yet started the integration in time, which is why we for example see no rejection for the ensemble with

additional explicit diffusion in the same plot. It is not entirely clear why the rejection rate is that high for the initial conditions,

but we assume that there is a small difference in the calculation of the 500 hPa geopotential due to increased roundoff errors for

the vertical integration. Considering that the small perturbations did not yet have time to grow, there is no real internal variability470

which could “hide” that difference. After 3 hours, the mean rejection rate of the single-precision ensemble is substantially lower,

but still higher than the 0.95 quantile from control. At this point in time, the rejection rate is similar to the one from the diffusion

example and follows a similar trajectory. In order to rule out differences in perturbation strength due to rounding errors (see

also Sect. 3.2), we have performed the same experiment for a modified double-precision version of COSMO, where the to-be

perturbed fields are casted to single-precision, the perturbation is applied in single-precision, and the fields are then casted back475

to double-precision. However, this had no effect on the results and the single-precision ensemble was still rejected with the

same magnitude for the initial conditions. We do not see such a clear initial rejection for other variables, as can be seen in Fig.

4. This strengthens our assumption that this initial difference comes from the increased roundoff in the diagnostic calculation
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Figure 5. Rejection rates and decisions similar to Fig. 3 for different variables and with the use of different underlying statistical hypothesis

tests for a model configuration with additional explicit diffusion. While the rejection rates show some differences amongst the used variables,

the decisions are very similar throughout all variables and tests. For most combinations of tests and variables, the methodology is no longer

able to detect a difference after around 100 hours. For the 500 hPa geopotential, the methodology is not able to detect differences already

after 60 hours due to the high variability of individual rejection rates for this variable. The rejection rates with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

are usually a bit lower than for the other two tests, but this has no effect for the global decisions, as the respective 0.95 quantiles from the

control ensemble are also lower. The Student’s t-test shows very similar rejection rates as the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test, even for

variables such as precipitation, which is clearly not normally-distributed.

of the 500 hPa geopotential. The rejection of precipitation during the first 50 to 65 hours in Fig. 4 indicates that there are also

some differences associated with the microphysics between single-precision and double-precision. The less clear rejection of480

2 m temperature might be a consequence of differences in precipitation. For other variables, such as 850 Pa temperature or

10 m wind, the methodology is not really able to detect differences, which shows that the reduced precision does not affect all

variables to the same extent.

4.4 Statistical hypothesis tests

We have tested our methodology with the different statistical hypothesis tests described in Sect. 3.3 for the test case with485

additional explicit diffusion (see above). Figure 5 shows the respective rejection rates and decisions for several variables.

For all variables shown here, the rejection rates from the Student’s t-test and the Mann-Whitney U test are almost identical.
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This confirms the robust behavior of the Student’s t-test, despite violations of the normality assumptions and floor effects.

This is especially exemplified by the results for precipitation, where the means of the distribution do not follow a normal

distribution and also are floored (no negative precipitation). Like the Mann-Whitney U test, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is a490

non-parametric test and therefore does not rely on assumptions about the distribution of the variables. However, its rejection

rate is generally a bit lower than that of the Mann-Whitney U test and the Student’s t-test. This effect can also be seen in the

0.95 quantile of the control rejection rate, which is generally a bit lower than for the other two hypothesis tests. This is most

likely associated with the lower power of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (see Sect. 3.3.3). However, the decision (reject or not

reject) is always the same in this case for all tests. This indicates that any of these tests is suitable as an underlying statistical495

hypothesis test and that the choice of the statistical test is not very critical for our methodology. Nevertheless, we have decided

to use the Mann-Whitney U test for the subsequent experiments shown in this work, as it offers a slightly higher rejection rate

than the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and, as a non-parametric test, its use is easier to justify than the use of the Student’s t-test,

even though these two produce almost identical results.

Another interesting aspect is that for three out of four variables in Fig. 5, the methodology rejects the global null hypothesis500

for close to the first 100 hours. However, as already shown in Sect. 4.1, the methodology is no longer able to reject the global

null hypothesis for the 500 hPa geopotential after 60 hours. Why exactly this is the case is not clear and would require further

studies, but the result shows that a model change will not affect all variables the same way. Consequently, it is advisable to

perform the test for a set of variables instead of only one variable. Baker et al. (2015) first perform principal component analysis

(PCA) on the model output variables and then apply their consistency test only on the first few principal components (PCs)505

instead of 120 variables. As many of the variables are highly correlated, this approach lets them represent most of the variance

in the data in only a few PCs. This might also be an option for the verification methodology shown in this work. While the

rather abstract nature of a PC makes it more difficult to attribute a rejection to a certain process, the verification could still be

performed directly on specific output variables after a rejection in order to investigate the difference in more detail.

4.5 Vertical heat diffusion and soil effects510

Figure 6 shows the rejections rates and global decisions for the 2 m temperature and soil moisture at different depths for the

model setting with a modified minimal diffusion coefficient for vertical scalar heat transport (tkhmin = 0.3 instead of 0.35).

Note that this change will only be effective at a subset of the gridpoints (as tkhmin represents a limiter). The rejection rate

is quite high for the 2 m temperature during the first few days. For the soil moisture at different depths, we can see that the

magnitude of the rejection rate decreases the deeper we go. Furthermore, the initial perturbation and the subsequent internal515

variability of the atmosphere clearly need some time to travel to the lower layers which is most obvious in the layer at 2.86 m

depth. In this layer, the rejection rate remains close to zero for the first few days because there is almost no difference visible

between the different ensemble members. As a consequence of the not yet “arrived” perturbation, the global decision for this

layer should be interpreted with caution during these first few days. But while the magnitude and the variability of the rejection

rate is decreasing for the lower soil layers, the effect is visible for longer, which is clearly related to the slower processes in520

the soil. For 2 m temperature, there are still some rejections after 50-60 days. However, the test is usually not able to reject the
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Figure 6. Rejection rates and decisions similar to Fig. 3 for 2 m temperature and soil moisture at different depths for an ensemble where the

the minimal diffusion coefficient for vertical scalar heat transport has been slightly changed (tkhmin = 0.3 instead of 0.35). The initial random

perturbation of the atmosphere clearly needs some time to travel to the deeper soil layers. Furthermore, the magnitude of the rejection rate

clearly is lower for the deeper soil layers, but the difference is noticeable for a longer time period.

global null hypothesis for 2 m temperature after 25 days, which indicates that from this point on the effect from the change of

tkhmin has been overshadowed by internal variability.

4.6 No subgrid-scale orography parameterization

Disabling the SSO parameterization is an important change and our methodology is able to clearly detect this for the whole525

3 months simulation time. The mean rejection rate for the three variables shown in Fig. 7 is very high and seems to remain

at a relatively constant level after the first month. This indicates that the difference would also be detectable after a longer

simulation time, even though the variability on a grid cell level must be very high.
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Figure 7. Rejection rates and decisions similar to Fig. 3 but for the 500 hPa geopotential, 850 hPa temperature, and 850 hPa water vapor

amount and for an evaluation ensemble where the subgrid-scale orography (SSO) parameterization has been switched off. The methodology

clearly rejects the null hypothesis throughout all 90 days, except in three instances for the 500 hPa geopotential. The difference between the

mean rejection rate of the evaluation ensemble and the 0.95 quantile of the control is quite large and persistent, which indicates that such a

big change in the model is detectable for an even longer time.

4.7 Piz Daint Update

Figure 8 shows that we do not detect any differences after the update of the supercomputer Piz Daint. Considering how closely530

the 0.95 quantile from the control ensemble follows the 0.95 quantile from the evaluation ensemble and how close the mean

rejection rate from the evaluation ensemble is to 0.05, even increasing the sensitivity of the test by using a lower quantile for

the determination of field significance would most probably not change the result. Therefore, we are confident that the system

update did not affect the model in any significant way.

5 Discussion about applicability535

As opposed to the existing verification methodologies described in Sect. 2, our methodology does not rely on any averaging in

space and/or time. This approach offers several advantages. The verification on a grid-cell level allows us to identify differences

in small-scale and short-lived features that maybe do not affect spatial or temporal averages. Furthermore, it provides fine-

grained information in space and time and therefore represents already useful information for the debugging process. A good

example for this is the initial rejection of the 500 hPa geopotential field for the single-precision experiment. The test rejects the540

null hypothesis already before the integration in time has started, which indicates that there are already detectable differences
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Figure 8. Rejection rates and decisions similar to Fig. 3 for the 500 hPa geopotential, 850 hPa temperature, and surface pressure from the

verification of a major system update of the underlying supercomputer Piz Daint. The evaluation ensemble has been created with a model

executable compiled and run after the update, whereas the verification and control ensemble have been produced by an executable compiled

and run in an environment that replicates the state before the update. The methodology is clearly not able to reject the null hypothesis, which

means that the update most probably did not significantly affect the model behavior.

in the diagnostic calculation of the field (see Sect. 4.3 for further detail). The focus on instantaneous values or averages over

a small time frame (i.e. hourly for precipitation) is also a way to take internal variability into account. Very small differences

can often only be detected during the first few hours or days, before the increasing internal variability outweighs the effect of

the change. Therefore, we think that short simulations of a few days should be generally preferred to longer, computationally545

more expensive simulations.

It is not entirely clear how sensitive such a methodology is in the detection of differences in long climate simulations.

For the verification of very slow processes, longer simulations with spatial and/or temporal averaging might appear to be the

better choice. However, the current methodology using short integrations is also able to detect changes in slower variables

such as soil moisture within the first few days, which indicates that it might also be suited for climate simulations. And given550

that differences from the frequent changes (e.g. compiler upgrades, library updates and minor code rearrangements) normally

manifest themselves already early in the simulation (see Milroy et al., 2018), we think that this is a reasonable approach with

low computational costs. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to rethink our methodology in the case of a global coupled climate

model that may represent very fast (e.g. the atmospheric model) and very slow (e.g. an ice sheet model) components. In such a

case, it might be advantageous to test the different model components in stand-alone mode, before evaluating the fully coupled555

system.
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The choice of the tested variables in this work is quite arbitrary. Testing all possible model variables would guarantee the

highest degree of reliability. But since the atmosphere is such a complex and interconnected system, most variables are highly

correlated. Therefore, and based on our results, where we hardly see differences in test results for different variables, we think

that testing a few standard output variables is already sufficient for a reliable result. Yet it is evident that carefully choosing560

several variables is essential. For instance, a model change in the formulation of groundwater runoff will take some time

before it becomes detectable in the atmosphere. The incorporation of a principal component analysis and then applying the

methodology only on the first few principal components (as in Baker et al., 2015) would also be a suitable option.

6 Conclusions and outlook

We presented an ensemble-based verification methodology based on statistical hypothesis testing that allows for an objec-565

tive detection of model changes. The methodology operates on a grid-cell level and works for instantaneous and accumu-

lated/averaged variables. With this high spatial and temporal resolution, the test results can already be used as a first infor-

mative basis for the debugging process. The study suggests that short-term ensemble simulations (days to months) are best

suited, as the smallest changes are often only detectable during the first few hours of the simulation. Combined with the fact

that the methodology already works well for coarse resolutions (here 50 km grid spacing), the methodology is a good can-570

didate for a relatively inexpensive automated system test. We showed that the choice of the underlying statistical hypothesis

test is secondary, as long as the rejection rate is compared to a rejection rate distribution from a control ensemble that has

been generated with an identical statistical hypothesis test. While the methodology could theoretically be applied to all model

output variables and thus be exhaustive, we think that this would be overkill. Based on our results using a limited-area climate

model and the high correlations between many atmospheric variables, we think that a set of key variables such as 500 hPa575

geopotential, 850 hPa temperature, surface pressure, soil moisture, snow water equivalent, and precipitation might already be

sufficient to cover most of the atmospheric and land-surface processes. For a fully-coupled global climate model, some further

considerations will be needed.

The verification methodology was able to detect several configurations changes, ranging from very small changes, such

as increased horizontal diffusion or changes in the minimum vertical heat diffusion coefficient, to bigger changes, such as580

disabling the subgrid-scale orography (SSO) parameterization. The test was not able to detect any differences between the

regional weather and climate model COSMO running on GPUs or on CPUs on the same supercomputer (Piz Daint, CSCS,

Switzerland). However, the test was able to detect differences between the double-precision version and the single-precision

version of the model for 500 hPa geopotential and precipitation. In the case of 500 hPa geopotential, the rejection at the initial

state suggests that there are already differences in the diagnostic calculation of the variable, whereas the rejection of precip-585

itation is likely associated with differences in microphysics due to the reduced precision. Furthermore, the methodology has

already been successfully applied for the verification of the regional weather and climate model COSMO after a major system

update of the underlying supercomputer (Piz Daint, CSCS, Switzerland).
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Nonetheless, the results of such a test have to be interpreted with caution and might give a false sense of security. On the

one hand, there is the issue associated with any statistical hypothesis test, where no rejection of the null hypothesis does not590

automatically mean that it is true. On the other hand, even though verification is termed as a “system test”, it is hardly possible to

test the whole model. There are usually countless different configurations for such models and testing all these configurations

(i.e. different physical parameterizations, resolutions, numerical methods) is almost impossible and would require a huge

computational effort. Similarly, applying the methodology to all possible model output fields would be computationally too

expensive. The methodology also has some potential limitations in case a certain part of the code is only very rarely activated595

(as potentially the case with threshold-triggered processes).

For future work, we would like to apply the methodology for more test cases such as the compilation of the model with

different optimization levels or running the model on different supercomputers. It would also be interesting to directly compare

our verification methodology to other, already existing methodologies, in order to get a better idea about the differences in

sensitivity and applicability (i.e. spatial and temporal scales).600
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